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Writing haiku poetry as a reflection tool in research: 

A case of arts-informed research on serendipity
— Lennart Björneborn, Associate Professor, University of Copenhagen — Contacts are welcome: LB@hum.ku.dk

Haiku is an old Japanese poetry form, typically written in three lines with 5, 7, and 5 syllables. Haiku poetry traditionally refers to phenomena in nature (ponds, frogs, moon, etc.), temporal aspects (morning, winter, etc.), and often 
includes a twist/juxtaposition between elements in the given setting, like Matsuo Basho (1644-1694): "old pond / frog leaping / splash".

In recent years, new forms of haiku like #sciku, #scihaiku, #botaiku, etc., have evolved on Twitter and other media platforms, adapting the haiku format to reflect upon scientific ideas and observations (cf. Holmes 2017; The Sciku
Project n.d.). 

Serendipity happens when we in unplanned ways encounter things we find interesting (Björneborn 2017). My longtime interest in poetry, including haiku, combined with my longtime research interest in serendipity – triggered by 
a haiku I read on Twitter in April 2012 that included the word “serendipity” – made me play with this word having 5 syllables: "se-ren-dip-i-ty", thus constituting one haiku line alone:

001 // serendipity / unexpected relevance / for experience // (“un-ex-pect-ed rel-e-vance” = 7 syllables ; “for ex-pe-ri-ence” = 5 syllables)

As shown above and in the lists below, each haiku I posted on Twitter was afterwards assigned an ID number. 
The limited length of haiku poetry for capturing essences of life – including research ideas – intrigued me very much. Indeed, it intrigued me so much, that, since my first serendipity haiku above in 2012, I have written hundreds of 
haiku reflections trying to distill essences and ideas in my research on serendipity. Over 500 of these haiku serendipity reflections have since 2012 been posted on my Twitter account https://twitter.com/connecto

Most of my serendipity haiku relate to things I have read in books, journals, web pages, etc., as well as personal experiences concerned with serendipity. 

Some serendipity haiku allude to the abovementioned old Japanese tradition:
158 // the sound of water / a frog jumps in an old pond / —serendipity // 
376 // moonstruck frog stumbling / sound of serendipity / splash in mistful pond //

Other haiku provide meta-perspectives on haiku as a reflection tool in research, like: 

021 // I do like haiku / as research tool reflecting / serendipity // 

105 // “scientist-poet” / serendipity research / haiku essences // 

288 // serendipity / innermost haiku essence / yields “unplanned value” //
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When I first started writing haiku about serendipity, I had not planned it would help me in my 
thinking/writing processes. Thus, using haiku as a reflection tool in my research, in itself 
provided an unplanned value – a serendipitous experience – as indicated in haiku 288 above.

Writing haiku poetry played an essential role in the iterative distillation and reflection 
processes of identifying and developing terminology and key essences of a conceptual 
framework on serendipity (Björneborn 2017). The framework outlines key affordances 
connecting environmental and personal factors in serendipitous encounters.

Writing haiku thus functioned as a reflection tool in an arts-informed research approach 
(cf. Hartel 2014). This approach helped me to extract essences from the read literature and to 
crystallize ideas and keywords assembled into the framework terminology in my 2017 paper. 

The approach is in line with Holmes (2017) stating how scientific haiku (“sciku”) is “forcing me 
to view research through a different lens and gain a novel perspective on my own work”.

Here are some examples of haiku reflections on essences of serendipity included in my paper:
016 // looking for answers / finding new questions as well / —serendipity //
196 // all incompleteness/ leaves the world open to us / —serendipity //
431 // serendipity / spontaneously learning / from unplanned findings //

In the thinking/writing process for the 2017 paper, I used Microsoft Excel sheets (cf. screenshot 
below) to systematically identify and categorize key terms and aspects in the 456 haiku (plus 
tweet hashtags, links to further reading, etc.) that so far had been posted on Twitter, marking 
environmental/contextual and personal/individual elements for the conceptual framework. 

By extensive sorting, filtering, and reshuffling haiku content plus tweet hashtags, further 
reading links, etc., in the Excel sheets, I could identify many serendipity aspects I had not 
thought of before. 
The excerpt below gives an example of one of many sorted haiku reflections included in the 
thinking/writing process. The excerpt shows correspondences between environmental factors 
(in green) and personal factors (yellow) to be used in the conceptual framework.

The final version of the 2017 paper included 153 haiku reflections (discounting duplicates) in 
an appendix, cf. the table below. The structure of the table follows the conceptual framework 
in the paper consisting of three key affordances for serendipity and 10 sub-affordances with 
corresponding personal factors and sub-factors. 
As stressed in the paper, there may be connections between all framework elements in 
complex ways, but the framework was structured for the sake of focus and overview.

In the table, a haiku may be placed under more than one subheading. Haiku terms related to a 
specific subheading are marked with green (environmental affordance) or yellow (personal 
factor). Twitter links that give more context to the 456 haiku reflections in the writing process 
are listed in an online supplement to the 2017 paper: http://hum.ku.dk/lb/jdoc2017tables.pdf
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